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members will bawe an hour to pose questions. We will alternate ~hts:
I

way until our questions are completed. We will recess for a short lunch,

~nd take other b~eaksJ but p~ease let us know when we are switching,
, -,

~uestiom!rs if you.need some ~dditiona] time for any reason.-
. ~ i' '~~'. . :.' .

/l\dmiilra] I!andolt. Okay:
I

'. @uring our questioning we will aim to have onily one'

,questioner at a time. An exception to this may occur if an additional

taff member requires a follow~up or clarification. In such an

~nstanceJ it is usually most efficient to do that as we proceed rather

[than at the end .

.Because obviously the transcriptionist cannot record gestures, we

ask that you answer orally. If you forget to do this, the

itranscriptionist may remind you to do so. The transcriptionist may also

:ask you to spell certain terms or unusual phrases you might use in your

answers.

We hope to proceed methodically and generally chronologically.

Some of our questions might appear to be basic, but this is done to help

us clearly establish facts and to clearly understand the situation in

Libya.

We ask that you give complete and fulsome replies to questions

based on your best recollections. Please provide unclassified

information to the greatest extent possible. If it is necessary to

provide classified information in response to questions, everyone in

this room is cleared to Top Secret, and therefore, you should not

hesitate to provide relevant information or details up to that
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classification level.

Furthermore, if a quest jon ·is unclear, or you're ~

,
If you do not know the

Admiral landolt. 0kay.

:uncertail'lin your response" please let us know.

:answeli' to a question or do net remember, simpLy say so.

~ou:"shou];d also underst~nd that although this i'nterview is not'

:under oath, by law you are required to answer questions from Congress

ruthfully, inc]uding questions posed by staffers in interviews such

as this. Do you understand these circumstances?

Admiral landolt. I do.

Is there any reason you are unable to provide your

own truthful answers to today's questions.

Admiral lando!t . None.:

Pursuant to agreement between the Armed Services and

Oversight and Government Reform Committees and the Department of

Defense, a transcript of today's proceedings will be prOVided to the

Department as soon as it is prepared. The Department will confirm that

the transcript contains Top Secret material or, alternatively, will

apply a lower classification to the document. The Department has also

agreed to return the original transcripts to the committees along with

a second version that includes only Secret information.

In conducting this work, the Department has agreed not to share

the contents of previous interview transcripts with the interviewees

subsequently appearing before the committee or to use these documents

to prepare interviewees for their appearances.
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~ith this in mindJhas the Department made any classified '

; ranscripts from pr:-~vious interviews avai:lab~e to yau in preparing far

oday?

landeillt • N0 •

FiRa]]YJ I note that you' are accompanied by an

:attorrle}tf~OJri;the,Department t>f-Defense. I ask the DOD counsel to please

~tate your name for the record.

Richards. Edward Richards.

With these preliminary remarks concluded, do you have,

'any introductory comment you wish to make?!

~dmiral Landolt. :£ do not.:
, i

Richar:-ds. NO J thank you}

1ft< 1.-.. We very much appreciate your uniformed service and
~

for your patience and participation today.

~he clock now reads 18:18, and we will now start the first hour
,
of questions from the representatives of the committee chairmen.

Admiral Landolt. Okay.

EXAMINA~ION

,,~~ BY

Q Welcome, Admiral. ~hanks for coming in.

A Sure.

Q Just I think what we want to do is to start out with some
All ').

real basic introductory questions, and I think mentioned it

in the preamble, but, again, just to reemphasize, I don't want you to

take the basicness of these questions as a lack of awareness or knowledge
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How did that come about?

A ] was told by Vice Admiral Leidig that ] was nominated for
,
the job by the Navy, and he recemmended I take the job. And I think

~e had a conversation with General Ham, and before I knew it, there I

was out of my Pentagon office- in Stuttgart, Germany.

~ .' Any-.particular factor.'s why AFR1COM? Do you have any prior

experience on that continent, for example? :

] did. Back ~hen I was a captain, ] did a tour on the NATO

staff in Naples, Italy, and it was NATO staff, but AFRICOM was standing

up, and the,future components of Africa Command was going to be the

Commander of Naval Forces Europe, now known as Commander of Naval Forces

Europe and At-rica, and I knew Admiral Leidig from those days. He was

:a two-star. I was a four-star senior aide. I made multiple tJ\'ips down

to the African Continent. I was not unfamiliar with the region. We

stood up something called Africa Partnership Station during that time

'at Africa, and Africa Command still employs.. So I had some background

tor a job such as the J3.

Q And if you could, walk us through the responsibilities of

a J3 in a combatant command liked AFRICOM.

A Well, Director of Operations, he would have oversight of

forces deploying to or deployed in the area of responsibility for a

combatant command, be they Army, Air Force, Navy, Special Forces, Coast

Guard, with some knowledge of interagency assets or capabilities in the

region as well. Furthermore, in this job that I think is unique is that

we have cyber capabilities that came under my jurisdiction.
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'Q So is it fair to say at any given time you are tracking

deployed f.orces in your area of responsibility? :

Pi Tl\'acking deployedforr-c::es allld those training to deploy into

he arena) ~nto tnearea of responsibility.

Q Now, with respect to ferces preparing 'to dep;I.oy, what ro]e'

Des a 33' pillay in planning those deployments ot? planning the commission'

for those units?

A Africa Partner.ship Station changes every year in the sense

that you can go to different countries, and you want to satisfy those

:countries I desires, and so you'll tailor the capability to what those

countr~es desire. Norma~ly this is in more of a Coast Guard type of.

I wouldn't call it Blue Water Navy, more littoral.

Q And then in a crisis situation, what role would you playas

a J3j not necessarily Benghazi, but any kind of crisis situation?

A I would probably spend a lot more time in our command center

and on the phone or Tandberg with the joint staff talking with them
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~irectly

~ And as a J

arid ~he co~mander coordinating.

Of course. Yeah.

~nd as a J3 in a Crisis sttuation, what's you~ pole spe€ifically

~ith respect to-planning' response options? '

A Right. Relate to the commander what's available to him, the'
.
'readiness of. said forces, guidance I receive from the Joint Staff. And

this wouid be a conversation back and forth between the commander, a
I

lot of it going on in para]iliel as well, you ~now. The commander often

~ould talk directly to the chairman, f.or instance. I would talk •

~irectly to the Joint Staff J3.

Q Is it fair to say that as a J3 in a crisis situation, yo~

would be involved in preparing options for your commander?

A I would, yes.

Q Admiral, if you could walk us through your reporting chain

while you were the J3 at AFRICOM.

IA My reporting chain would have been directly to the Commander,

usually through the Deputy Chief of Military Operations, which is

Admiral leidig, l-E-I-D-I-G, Vice Admiral Leidig. He's a three-star

deputy. AFRICOM has two deputies, which is unique when it comes to the

COCOMs for that. We have a Deputy of Military Operations and a Deputy

For Civil Military Affairs, who I s a - - who's usually a former ambassador,

and I worked for three different DCMAs, as we called them.

So I was in very close contact with Vice Admiral Leidig who was
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relieved by lieutenant General Steve Hummer this past July. So I got

~o work with, General Hummer for about 6 months.

Okay.

Andthen daily with General Ham or General Rodriguez, as the.

;£ase was j: 'al'iid always keeping in tOUGh with the Joint Staff. My

:counterpar-t'~wou];d be, the J3, which was, when I first got there,

.lieutenant General Miller, Bob Miller, and then Kurt Tidd, Vice Admiral

Kurt Tidd, T-I-O-O.

'Q Was it General Miller who was your counterpart at the Joint

'Staff on the night of September 11, 2012?

He was not. He had left, I think, by August.

Q Okay.

A And Admiral Tidd had just gotten in to see - - he hadn't been

there very long - - or his deputy, who was Major General Darryl Roberson,

who I'm sure you know.

~ think it's important to note also, though, that I would be in

constant contact with COCOMs at my fringes, CENTCOM and EUCOM, and that

I would talk to their J3s direct often.

Q Okay. We'll talk about that as well.

I think what I'd like to do now -- and I know Elizabeth in the

preamble discussed proceeding generally chronologically. I think what

I'd liked to do, we have a number of other questions about DOD personnel

deployed in libya prior to the attack, security force assistance

arrangements, things of that nature.

A Right.
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Q What I'd like to do is just jump ahead, if I could, to the

:nighit of the ~ttack on 11 September, 2812
,
A Right.

~~ and talk ~about your optic at that point --

Sure .

.;; - if I could. :

;So :i!inm~diately preceding the news of the attack coming in, or not

immediately pr;-eceding it, but did you have any discussions with military

or State Department personnel about the security situation or security

planning in the days leading up to September 11th, specifically with

respect to the fact it was the anniversary of 9/11, for example?

A I didn I t focus on 9/11, but I did have two conversations with

Ambassador Stevens probably 6 weeks prior. I remember it was right
,
around the 27th of July when I had a secure video teleconference with

him, and this was to discuss the SST. And my job was to provide him

pptions by direction of General Ham, and we were encouraging him to keep

the SST at the time. And there was a cut-over date, I think it was 5

August, when that SST was going to turn into a -- like a 1286 or 1288,

[ forgot which one, but it was a counterterrorism effort, okay? But

we didn't have privileges and immunities, as I recall, from the Libyan

Government, and that was something he was very concerned about.

So I was getting push-back from him on this team there and how he

wanted to maintain direct control of that team. Now, the -- that

12-8 -- I'm to call it a 1286, but that may not be right, so let me just

say the 1286 program was a DOD program, so once that is signed by the
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Secretary of Defense~ that comes under General Ham's recognizance.
I ~

Q Sure.

~ And so those troops that were assigAed for that 1206 program

under,General Ham~s continent. I made that clear that we could

cnamge, that w~th Ambassador Stevens~ bu~ he kept revisiting

. he -- 'hisdesire to have control over those for.ces. :

Q Since you brought up SST ~ we do want to ask about that. What

was your understanding of wtily - - and just to help you out ~ we had access

~o documents which you haven't~ so our understanding is that SST as a

:€hief of Millssion authority entity ended as of 3 Augtlst ~ 2012. In othe~

words~ the first day of reverting to COCOM authority would have been

4 August~ 20112.
I

1X. Okay.

Q Very close.

A All right.

Q What was your understanding of why the SST mission was not

extended past that date?

A The State Department did not want that. When I say State

Department~ my impression was Ambassador Stevens~ but I'm sure that was

a discussion he had with State.

Q Okay.

A'" BY

Q Why excuse me~ you said that the Department of Defense

was interested in retaining the team there. Why is that? What was the

Department's interest?
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A I remember - - new, let me just p~eface it. I've been on the

pob foor a6eut 4mpnths, so I'm still trying to get my head around the

:strategic issues for AfRICOM, and General Ham viJewe{!Libya as a strategic, .
!
pppQrtunity. Particularly, post, obviously, Sadd.am, we did want to ge

1this government standing on' its feet,. and so engaging with their military:
,
i. _'
:was a·, strateg1:c object1ve of General: Ham'sj and te keep those folks

~here, to maintain the relationship with the military there was key.

1ft( I Thank you.,

~~

Q So,] know this would have been shertly after you came on
I

board as J3 at AFRICOM, but on 9 July of 2e12, Embassy Tripoli sent

a cable to Washington requesting additional security personnel, which

envisioned as one possibility of including some SST members, as SST in

that security request. This was related to discussions going en at the

State, which you may not be privy to, about whether or not to extend

SST. Were you aware just of the cabling of the request gone forward;
!

is this something you remember being made aware of?

A I don't. I remember a cable the previous Ambassador sent

that was a very good overview of where we were. I think he left in June,

and it's

Q May have been, but yes.

A I forgot hi s~~ name, but --

Q Ambassador Cretz?

A That's right. That's right. And I remember reading his

cable, but I don't recall him talking about security --
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Fair eno.ug".

-- 'n an~ d~tail. So~ no, 9 JU1~ ~s not ring4Ag a bell.

B~t y.o~ s~y, you were aware in the ]e~d p to the end of SST

6h~e~ of Mission entity, you were aware 0 d sGussiGn between

&~ens aRa ~6R] @M ]eacle~s~ p a6~u~ the ~utu~e of Dam

er.sonAe1 in ~ibya?

T.o some degree. r hink that was mo~e in the J5's lane

;mwtial ¥ an~ S0€~FR]CA beeause he o~ned the people.

Q akay. .'

~ But I was I Was -- because r wanted to nave a sense of

where "the people are in Africa, r was awar;-e of the SST. I wasn I t involved

in the day-to-clay policy diseussions of what might happen then.

'~ Sure. Okay.

:ny awareness prior to the a'ttack about -- well, first 0 all, let

k you thds. As a D3, wepe you awave of he state Department

empor.ary M~ss±on F.acility, in Benghazi?

~ I was not.

he State Department facility?

'A Oh, 1MF, yes.

Q Yes.

A I recall being Y:~~_~~~YC!J~~r_~.~.

Q Uh-nuh.

A Benghazi was g focus for me in a sense that we were tracking

some of the militia camps, but I did-not -- r was unaware of Ambassador

Stevens" background. My previous tour had been in Asia.
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Q 0kay.

Sur&-.

, I n0~ 11M

~nd so the n ght Saddam weht ,down; ] was dea ing with th~

snaring the headlines with AFRXCOM.

~ So ;E 1ialte i you weFen I t awaFe of allY d scussions that were

ong0~ng about p»tentia ly xtending the State Department presence in

Benghazi; is that fa±~ to say~

'A I was net aware.

Q \Vel7e you awar:-e of any

'A Now, let me --

Q P~ease.

'fi.. - .. recal,l what I was aware of, okay, be~ause I do recall the

ED that -- and then that was my fivst inqicator o~, holy shit, we've

gg some~Iild.A in - - do ] n'eed to spell 'tihat fo~ you? We I \le go:t semething

in Benghazi that's

Q Yeah.

A And evidently enough people know about it that they put an

lEa. And I remember seeing a picture of the hole in the wall, and I

think that was clearly June.

AAI
Q But that's when you heard about the facility?

A That's when I recall it hit my radar and me going; we got

to watch this.
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as it t~rriblysu~pr1singto you that if ther:'e was' a State Department;
7- ~~' ...' • ,,-

iH:ty theReJ it ended IllP being a tal"ge~ oil an ieoJ given tile 1

j[ think it hit me more l:i!ke this is just part of the region.:

Yeah.

Tfuis stuff happens more than we like to admit. You know,

we are targets everywhere.

Q. SOJ aIfter that, the 6 JuneJ 2012, lED attack on the Temporary,

s5100 Fac.iillty, wel"e you privy to any concerns about the safety or·

'security of that facility in Benghazil

A That was probably the fir.st time where I said we'll have to

watch this. And 6 June J that means I'd been in the job about 6 weeks,

and by May I remember I was consumed with an operation going on out of

'Somalia.

Q Okay. With respect to the embassy in Tripoli, State,

Department embassy, I take it you were aware of that, of course?

IA, Right.

Q Were you aware of any particular security concernsJ safety

~oncerns with that facilityr

A Not before-gill, not that I recall. Well, I remember a

couple of incidences that would continue to bring me back to Libya writ

large. I remember the British Ambassador getting attacked and then

leaving the country. I remember the incident with the militia at a road

stop, whichlI think that was SST folks, and that was right around the
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Okay. So -- and that got in a lot of high-level attention

and 20 questions from the Joint Staff.

So, yes, I was - - ] was concerned, but not in a position to impact

ptherthan to voice. my concerns with General Ham or Joint Staff that"

¥ou know, we'll all keep an eyeball on this.

Q

/lfa.l BY

Q Had you ever been to ~ibya?

A I have not.

()A.~ ,BY__

A That night was the first I heard about it.

Q Okay.

~,

A Subsequent to when we started learning about all of the

complexes there that were pretty close to each other, and we got the

FAST team that night, we pUlled up pictures, and as I remember, somebody

explained to me here is what we have.

Q It was that night?

A I think it was that night or that week, because that week
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!is just a blur.

Q Su'~e,. But it wasn't before the attack?

14 It wasn't before the attack, no.,

M~ ,BY

~ No~, on the day of the attacks, bef.ore you learned that there

~as an attack that night --

A Right.

~ ~ - were you aware of any specific or general threat s to U.S.

interests in the regioryj AFRICOM AOR?

'A 0h J ,es. I Olean, "we.' had P3s and Predators flying out of

Q Okay ..

~ And we have planes going up at least every other day, as ~,

:recall, P3s usually, but Predators as well, because I think it was that

night of we had a Predater that was diverted. Shortly before I got into

the command center, one ~f my smart staffers diverted that predator to

the Benghazi area.o

Q Okay.

A So writ large, yes) we were trying to get our heads around

the -- what were historically smuggling routes, and the terrorist

networks are using those routes to this day to siphon or move about

people, money) and drugs.

Q And Libya was part of that?
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just fo c1 ty of he re€ord, y,ou sa~d ther~

r.e bo h PFeda~o sand P.3s ava11ab~e te the Department

¥es~

-- in bat peF~od of time. And do you have a reco~~ection

of whene the R3s were based?

~ Y~s, S·R. They were out of I want to sa¥ Sigonella. lhey

might have been out of Spain, because sometimes we move them ba£k and

forth for whaittever reason. - - so ill :ttld.nk !itt was Sigonella or maybe --

Q Rj:gtlt. And h0'.'} about the Predators?

Q

lhey were out of Sigone~ a as well.

And d0 MOu ,aye tre>co~leetion that - - do you have Recolleetion

that Predators wene ever armed?

'A No, sir.

Q Never?

A Never, no.

Q Thank you.

Thank Y0U.

01\1-., BY

Q And I know Egypt is not strictly in your area of

responsibility, of AFRICOMj however J it is sharing a border 'with Libya.,

A Right.

Q Were you aware of the potential for unrest in Cairo prior
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to the pro~est that took place'there in Egypt on 11 September?

iA .' '1 was. Craig Failler is a J3 at CENTCOM, ar:ld we would discuss
:
~hose kind'ofthings and how they might cascade, which they did.

~ Okay.

A ,,1' mean', it I S all about indicators and warnings, and to this

~ay it~s ~vem become more pnd more. But it was that week, and a large

part of the indicators, warnings revolve around Friday prayers, and

~hat's what time the -- the worst scenario happened that Friday after

9/11.

Q And did -- so you were aware of the potential for unrest in

Egypt, discussed it with your counterpart at CENTCOM. Did either

AFRICOM or, to your knowledge, did CENTCOM take any particular steps

to increase readiness in anticipation of the potential for that spedfie

incident of unrest?

A 1 don I t recall. They have their own FAST teams, and we had,

as 1 learned that week, had one Navy ready for AFRICOM, but there were

two in the European Command. One was always kept ready for us. So,

yeah, we learned a lot about things like that that week.

Q Yeah. And we'll talk more about the FAST later, but just

since you brought it up, what's your understanding of the primary mission

or the role of 'a FAST team' with respect to this kind of unrest that you
,,~

were observing?

A Provide security to an embassy or a government facility.

Q Is it fair to say that the FAST team, when they go into a

region or location, they are there to secure the perimeter of a U.S.
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T.hat is correct.

Not'to move to'the streets or engage?

That is fair. How you, put it the first time. No, they're

not going·te be ~moving thr.ough ~he streets. They are going to go to

!an Qbjea~iive;; area ~ncl secure· ·ttJat obje<:tive area. ;

Q. Okay. So, when did you - - wa1:k through the night, the night~

of the attack in Benghazi. When did you first learn that there had been

an attack?

~. I had been in' bed about 10 minutes when I got a phone call

from my JOe. It was a, little after 9:30, and I have this -- I call it

the man cave in the basement of my house, and it's got a secure telephone'i

1t's got a secure Tandberg. And I live on base, by the way. It's an

8-minute walk from my house to the office, and General Ham lived across

the street. Admiral Leidig lived two houses down.

$0 I got up, and usually it's preceded by a phone call, and it's

a need to talk to you secure, so I I d run down to my basement. But this

phone call said, hey, we're hearing from our DAT in Tripoli that there

is some people under attack. So, I ran down to the basement and heard

that there was an attack in Benghazi. I think it was the first phone

call where they said that two people are missing, and one of them is

the Ambassador.

PA.}. BY

Q Did they ever characterize it as anything other than attack

to you in those early phone calls?
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k No. ]hey said they're under attack, is how I recall it.

iI immediately ·Tandberged, the African liaison office of - - Generai
, ',

Ham's office in the African liaison office in the Pentagon, and I got

~im right away and said, hey, boss, here's what's going on. They're

under attack. ~~e Ambassador is missing.

He was about to' go to a meeting· withl"- to meet with the chair.man,!

Ad ] said, more to follow, and that was it. It was a very quick first

eport, here's what I know. And when I say first report, that's -- the

f.i~st report is never right, as you find out when you're the captain

o~ a ship and somebody reports a flooding or fire. So, I said this is

jwst a first report, but we can't find the Ambassador, and there's
,
another person missing.

[t might not have been 10 minutes before more details are flowing

D. I think the second,conversation I had with the Joe within 20 minutes:

as one dead, Ambassador still miss::IJng. I ca Iled that back to Generai

J-lam. I then woke up ~ Leidig and told him the same, and we botH

agreed we need to set up what's called the FPOC, F.-P-O-C, Focal Point

Operation Center. It's an alternate operations center, separate fro~

lthe normal joint ops center, and it's at a higher classification level.

!rJe only set it up for special events. So Vice Admiral Leidig and I both,

,agreed we need to go in and call people in and set up the FPOC. We did

that.

ItA..\ BY

Q So your first two calls, you were in your quarters?

A They were. The first two calls were Tandbergs to General
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JIJartl, who is here in D.C., and between about 9:40 and maybe 10: 10 is when

spoke to him, and then I'm kissing my wife gaodbye and saying, this,

. s bad, see you, I don't know when 1'11 see you. So, I gathered - - jumped

in my uniform and ran to the office .:

8y <1:1:00 1 tl:ldllilk we had the FPOC stood up. People were trickl n
. .

,Bl!I1: in:. the ~POC,whilJch.:lis 14kea ,lj..·shaped set 'of tables all! witH

either a T.andberg wheFe General Ham would sit, or Vice Admiral Leidi~

"n this case, red swi!tch phones, a couple scattered; about. Him and

ad, direct access to the Joint Staff right there and General Ham wit

Jandbergs throughout the room. People were coming in from all the

codes and some of the ether inner agency folks or people we thought should

e there like our legal folks and political advisors.:

, 0" by about 11 0' clock" I know Admiral l.eidig and I were in place,

and then against the wall you have the normal info displays, CNN, Pred

~eed was there" Predator feed. So, we have the Predator over the top

with providing some feed. But to the untrained eye -- and I'm not

trained to watch Predator feed and it's night out. I couldn't tell you,

[ couldn't make out really what we were looking at other than if you

~see cars moving about, you can see that. So that was probably the next

hour and a half is a blur just setting up the FPOC, and all through that.

evening we were in contact with General Ham just with updates.

~~BY

Q Now, were you: primarily communicating with General Ham, or

were there others who were in contact with him over that period of time?

A I probably was, for the most part, but Admiral Leidig was
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.also as well, and -- but Leidig and I were like this. We're sitting

:hext to ea[h other. all night long. And the llandberg .,.- and the red switch

~as right here, and the Tandberg was like against that wall, which was:

'no further than the end of this table. So GenerCll Ham would preferably

call iin by, 'Fandberg, but, I thinl< he might have done it by red switch

~s wel~. So~I remember. talking to Gener~l Ham or listening to ~

conversations between him and Leidig three or four times between that

and 4:00 or 5:00 in the morning.

,
Q And were you getting any information from other -- you

mentioned the Predator feed. Any other U.S. military channels; were

yeu getting information from Washington, for example, other than General

Ham, of course?

~ The Joint Staff would feed back what they were hearing. A

J.ot of this was coming through open-source, though. In fact, the first

indication that we received that we might have a dead Ambassador on our

,hands was a Twitter, and our J2 had picked it up, and it was just a picture.

with somebody having a body thrown over their shoulder, but there was

clearly blond hair that it was feasible it could have been the

Ambassador.

Q Yeah.

A And I remember;fhis being between I want to say 3: 00 or 4: 00

in the morning. That was the first indicator, but it was -- you could

not see any of his face. It was just blond hair --

Q Sure.
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A -- over somebody's shoulder.

Q Yeah.

'A So open source was probab1y our first indicatar, and I don 't

~ecall our N5A.or our J2 types chiming in with any 5IGINT that they

!I?eceived. 50'

'intelligence.•

I I m sorry, 5-I~G-I-N-ll stands for signals.

A~t 'BY

Q And you men~ioned the OAT, the defense attache, when
,
'A Good point. The OAT was probably our primary noc;fe .

:for - - with the embassy., and I remembeF we had back in this corner here

a J5 rep talking to him, because OATs are owned by the J5 in Africa'Command

~hroughout the continent, and so they would be on a first-name basis.,

So I remember our J5 rep was talking to the OAT near continuously through

the evening, and he was the one who had direct contacts with the people

in Benghazi.

Q So the Predator feed was on the screen?

A Right.

Q Your J5 was in contact with the OAT.

A Your OAT was in Tripoli, by the way.

Q Understood.

You were getting some things from the Joint Staff in Washington?

A Right.

Q What were the other inputs into the FPOC?

A The CNN feeds or people who were watching feeds online. I

remember walking by somebody's terminal and seeing a Fox News feed on
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his

remembeli' some canveJl'sations wfttit SOCAF, but I don' t - - we diid'n'

hawe a ddrrect feetl in the FPQC that I r.ecaaJ~. I don' t even recall talking
j

~oAdmil'raJ.· Losey thaitevenfng, aAd I I ve known Brian a wh:i.1e.

~ just remember basica~ly we were hanging en the ~AT and openl source.'

Q And hew abQ~t there was Uie~tenant Colonel

SST? :

A Right.

Q Did you hear fl10m him? Do YQU have any recollection hearing

A I don't. I didn't r,ecegnize -- know about that name until

the investigation was much later on. So I was not very -- I did not

have granularity on specific personalties of the SST. To me, it was

pust a unit out there.

Q But regardless of the personalities, you don't recall,
hearing directly from someone representing that entity in the FPOC~

A I don 't. I might have heard like from the DAT. The DAT says

the SST is available or can help. I remember there was a scramble to

get people onto an aircraft they were trying to get over there. And

then -- and that -- I think that aircraft left sometime shortly after

midday, and it was about a 2-hour plane ride from Tripoli to Benghazi.

Q And how about the people that were on that airplane? There

were two uniformed individuals on that airplane. Did you have any

feedback? Did you receive any information from them?

A I recall, I think there were seven people on the airplane.
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our of them were secur1lty-type peopl!e" and li just - - and having rea

rom embassy who m~ ht ft~we been part of

Q But you weren't receiving" to your recollection" reports

:From them er feedback from them in the FRee?:

A No, no, we weren't. I mean, it was all coming through the

database saying they were going to do this, and we said, great idea.

~a. BY

Q Just to be clear, were - - was the FP0C in contact with any,

personnel on the ground in ~engha~i~

fA, No.

do you know if any of your

Q Okay. And then other than the --

'A Not at all.

Q Other than the OAT and Colonel

A Right.

Q -- was the FPOC in communication with any other personnel

on the ground in rripoli, to your recollection?':

A The answer is no, but I think our J5 folks might have been

with some of their folks that they would normally talk to in the embassy.

Q Okay.

A But I think it was probably all OAT.

~~ BY

Q What about Colonel

staff was in contact with him that night?
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A I do not.

~~ ;BY

:Q SO we'talkedearllier about the role of the J3 in the combatant

ommand. We talked about crisis scenarios and option preparation. As

~ J3 d~ring this cris~$ scenario, what options were you preparing for

General Ham,or Vice Admiral leidig' to, Respond specifically to the

Benghazi? What was going on in Benghazi? :

'A I was looking at Admiral Leidig for a way ahead, because he'd

been there almost 2-1/2 ,years.

'Q Yes.

A An amazingly sharp man. He had the corporate knowledge.

But we did have discussions on, gosh, what can we do here, or what needs

to be done, but we came to the conclusion quickly that this was an

exfiltration mission. We need to get -- we need to find the Ambassador

and get evel?ybody else out, out of there. We knew we had people injured,

[ don't recall how many, but we started working with Air Force Africa

~o get -- consider getting a medical aircraft down there, which we

eventually did. So it was more exfiltration, how to take care of the

remains and the wounded. When I say "remains, " that would be the folks

that were killed.

Q Sure.

With respect to -- we talked about the FAST team and that there

was a FAST tea~ that was available to AFRICOM.

A Right.

Q How was FAST incorporated into the options that you were
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preparing for the command for responding to Benghazi?

A Yeah. For responding to Benghazi, it probably wasn't

~considered, although I don't recall, but I know we~tarted thinking this'

could happen at the embassy in Tripoli; we need to start thinking about

getting a FAST ~eam down there. So, I'm sure that was part of the
:

;discuss:i}on,but I'm vague on it because it's a year and a half later.,

Q Sure. No, I understand.

So' -- but just to be clear then, so to your Fecollection, there

was not really an option to send FAST to Benghazi, it was more to send

it to Tripoli, to the embassy; is that fair? ;

A I don't know if that's fair. I just don't recall.

Q Okay. Well, given -- we talked a little bit about the

mission of FAST, and what its capabilities are, and what its capabilities

,ar.en't, and given the, you know, sort of an evacuation, would there have

been an option -- you know, looking at it from an operations perspective,

would there have been a plausible option for FASJ or a role for them

to play in Benghazi given the -
I
A As I understand FAST teams, they are really for point

defense. You take a point, you surround the perimeter, and you keep

intruders away, bad folks away, and that would be perfect for protection

pf an embassy. But I didn't -- I don't see one now where we can use

that to get into Benghazi because we didn't know the terrain, it was

dark, we had no sources on the ground that could tell us, what do you

want us to do.

You don't send people in blindly without a mission, and we didn I t
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;know enough about Benghazi to really consider what are we going to do.

:But 1 kn0w we threw it up oAthe tab]~ and said, well, what are we goiJng

fto do here? We did have a discussion about attack aircr.aft, and we made

50me phone calls on that, but quickly. came to the conclusion that was

. '.not feas:i1bl!e. :.Andyou have to remember also that 'we had no JJdea a secon
I

iattack was coming.- The way youI're questioning me -right now is we were

right around the midnight timeframe, okay, so we're not even close to

the 4 a.m. fir.efight.

:Q Sure. And that's a good p'oint. I mean, one of the things;

that we've been trying to do in this investigation is to separate ex

post facto understanding.

~ Right.

Q Things that we're aware of that ultimately happened in

hindsight vice -~

A Correct.

Q -- things that were known to people like yourself who were

considering what options were available or not available, given the

'information available to you at the time. So that's a good point that

you made.

So just a couple more questions about the FAST. So then did

you -- I take it you didn't request any flight clearances for a FAST

to come and go into Benghazi; is that fair to say, to your recollection?

A I think that's fair to say. I don't recall, but, no, I don't

think we did.

Q Yeah.
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A But --

~ MaMbe Itrhe 'fi' r s qwest::i!on --

] den't think that was) you know -- that's a detai .

Yeah.

]T we clecfded te de . ) we weulcl have made that happen, I "m

sUl?'e, s0l\1ehewl puit: - - or we wou ct Iila\le just dene •.:ti i of we believe,! there

was ~ reason to get them in there.

But typically you would want to get the flight clearances;

is that fa:i!~ te -

Righ't.

Q It's our understanding anyway?

'PI. llnean, and if you consider Libya a sovereign country, you'd

want their permission.

Q Okay.

A hey're not that sovereign.

Q l!f they were te - - if FAST were to have been considered for

Benghazi for some reason) I mean, what are the factors you'd have to

'consider? Additional flight clearanees. Would you have to consider

how to ge,t ttiem irl"'em the airport to wher.ever they were tr:-ying to go and

that sort of thing?

A This is all - - we are all speculating here now.. but you want

to know where are they going to land.. what I s the ingress and egress route,

and is it secure.

Q If I could

A What are the hazards.. what are the threats?
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Q Okay.

A But this is all 2eL20. ;

~ Y~~h. N0W, with respect to the -- let's talk about some

other forces. that were activated on that night.

Sure.

>" " Our;'unders1tahding is tha;tr at same point the EtlCOM Commanders

In-Extr.em~s Fopces were activated for response. When did you become

~ware of the EUCOM CIF activation?

A Was it EUCOM's, or was it about the V~s, but it was EUCOM's
/

'at the time?' \

~ I believe it was EUCOM.

I remember a CIF that was coming our way 1 October.

~ Yeah.

'A And it was in Croati!a. And before I knew it, I didn't give

the order, but it was then -- before I knew it, it was in Si€ily.

Q Yeah.

A And because it was in an exercise in Croatia, and at that

time some orders were made at the General Ham and Secretary Panetta level!, .

:that had got things moving to Sicily and quickly.:

Q Yeah.

Afl\ BY

Q Where is EUCOM elF? Do you have recollection - - do you have

dim recollection or --

A Well, I knew it was coming our way 1 October, but without

the enablers, it was a lift that --
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~ Right.

~ -- the leg4~t'~s p'eces that y,eu ea ry need to have an

e'ffeetive (£:rF.

a ) was - - we.r.e y,ou made awat('

ee aG~ivated, and was i then subsequently

red over 0 AFR~C0M' s opera':MI0P COl'}tl"o1. terespond .

'A ] thi'n~ 'qJ t:lavd,ng tri\0uble. ,wtitP tHe woed "s€tilvated. It Tt

was in a~ €x8fi'€ise.

So~ it wa~ avad~ab e, ~nd th~nk ~ W~S immed~ate}YJ and

, en pliIClJllJab }! onc.e Gen li'ail Ham a d Se€ratart>y Banetta 01" Joiln't! Staff

reCld~ed 1t~epe was C f 11 an exercise' n CFeatia, they just sadldJ sen

~t to Sieily now.

Q 0ka}!.

A So that was dohe. trahsparerit to me. '

C2 I' ~ sorry., when you say "transparent"

A 'ra~spareRt meaning those were orders that were executed.

I didn't e~en kROW about them.

Q O~; Okay.

A Other than after the fact.

~~~ BY

Q And you and your team that were sitting in the room at this

time throwing up options'about fighter aircraft or the FAST, who was
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~he final decisionmaking authority in the room? Was there any heated

~ebate about any of these topics where someone had to make a decision

on

~, There were no heated debates that evening. There were

piScussions, and Vice Ad~iral ~eidig wou~d take what we considered'to

General Ham,; and I remember ,at some point-General Ham said with regard'

'to getting attack aircraft, that we considered it and then said, I don't

see a need for this.

Q So that decision went all the way up to General Ham who --

A It did.

ultimately decided against it.'

~ I recall a Tandberg where this was discussed, and we said

dust said no. I think -- ]; thinlt now that was befare 4 0' clock, before

tthe second attack) kind of what we discussed what do we need to do here,

so -- and then I remember -N Plus 16 was given us by the Air Force folks,

which means really you're not going to get anything there within 24-
- -

,hours.

,+~, BY

Q Sorry, you mean for the FAST moving attack?

A That's correct, out of Aviano.

f1R.1. BY

Q And just to help you out for the purposes of the transcript,

the second attack, you ~ean the mortar attack on the --

A Right.

Q So that 0515. No one expects you to remember that 20 months
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Jater. I just wanted to help you out with that.

, ' All right. Yeah.

:Q So with respect to the EueOM eIF, 'and you may have answered

his already in talking about how it sort of activated --
I

11\ R' ht'"' 19 .•
I

'~,- ... another, chat,n away from the AFRleOM C:'hain. As a J3 and

in preparing options again, what options, if any, did you prepare,

;consider preparing, emp~oying the EueOM elF, this elF that you Ive been

piscussing, to respond to Benghazi?

'A I don't recall any.

Q Okay.

A I just don't recall. I remember having a discussion, but

I -- you know, before the 5:15 attack, we had those discussions, but

we also thought that this is - - there was a lull in activity where we Ire

just trying to find the Ambassador.

Q Yeah.

A And there was nothing else kinetic happening, and also, you

know, we've got a plane flying over to Benghazi. There is 2 hours of
, .
dead time waiting for them'~to get over there, and then I remember them

getting over there, and then they couldn't leave the airport for a long

time until I think some militia folks finally showed up and provided

some help.

Q And then with respect again to the elF, we have the

benefit I can put it in front of you if you want to see it. It is

a timeline that DOD put out, and they talked about Secretary Panetta
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~ And tllen age n~ according to that same timeline then .. so the

~e OF~ 0 P ep re 0 d plo¥ as late as 0200.. sometime between

ilJdnight a :cI 0200.. but :t: wasn't -- it wasnl't uAitiil: !l.957 an the 12't

ha tftat ~n t J he €lF, ea hed its intermediate staging a~ea,

think you said was in S cily?

SigoneJ.la.

Q Yeah, in S:igonella.

We e ~eu awal?e at tt:le time of flow long it would be for the elf, to

deploy when you were considering how to respend in Benghazi on the night

of?

A No. FranklYJ l didn't know enough about what the elF did

yet,; and one of the hazards of throwing a Navy guy into an Army-centric

command. I learned qVieklYJ though.

-Af\' BY

Q In fact.. I understand you to say you did not know the elF

was in Croatia on a training mission until --

A 'Ti~ that evening.

Q -- that 'evening?
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'A Right. And thEm - - but then I was also aware enough of the

eIn that waSh"t ours yet. That's why we treat it like a EUCOM force.

:Q Sure. ':

A And I'm sure I had· conversations with EUeOM that night, I

just can't reca~1, b~t in tbe midst of our brainstorming, we did talk

:to EUCOM· abou'tE what' s,'available" as we did through the rest of the week,;

betauseby Friday we used' an awful lot of EUCOM forces to get to Khartoum

~nd Tunis and Tripoli.

)1~' Sure.

~a.

p. And actually you made a good point about Khartoum and Tunis.

Really, it's the case, it seems, that there were a lot of -- at lot of

.instability, a lot of concerns throughout the region; is that --

A By that Friday, the indicators and warnings were ringing like
I

a loud bell. I mean, the Friday prayers f0lks were c;:a]ling for violence,

and I was in contact with Craig Faller, the J3 at CENTCOM. And I'm a

:little clearer on Friday and Saturday, I think, because I got a night's

sleep in between Tuesday night and then Friday. But there were protests'

at the Tunisian consulate, which was damaged very much, by the way,

Tunisia. I think there was some protests in Tripoli. It wasn't that

bad, though. Ana then ~ had damage and protests in Khartoum, Sudan.

I remember we got a FAST team out of Souda Bay that was heading to Sudan

and refueled in Egypt, and then it was held at the border of Egypt and

Sudan because we could never get country clearance from the Sudanese

Government.
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The next day the Sudanese Government took care of business and

protected our embassy, but that didn't do us much good on Friday, as

I recall. tunisia; we got a FAST' team in there quickly. I think that,

~as the one out o~ Rota. And then we had -- I remember we got CENT€OM

torces into Tripoli as well.

:Friday ,. - Eriday and Saiturday Doth were busy days for protecting

ur emoassjes, and I knaw Cairo was under similar strain·. And I don 't

recaJ.l what CENliCOM did for that, but CENTCOM had issues with Cairo and,

.1 think, in Bahrain, and they had their own FAST team that was in Bahrain,,
and that's what protected them, Bahrain assets, U.S. facilities.

Q And then talking about the other forces that were activated

~t night on -- the morning of the 12th, early morning of the 12th of

September.

I

Q Yeah.

I

Q Okay.

A And it stayed there for about a month, as I recall.

Q So, sort of separating that discussion, what I'm going to

ask you, the force you're referring to, which is a force deployed from

the United States, a Special Operations Force from the United States,
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b corne awap

'f\ s.t\l~ ttrla't m~gl'i1t.

Q O~ So iAIl ~lite' davm Jll'0l!lli'S '0* -- ear]~ t'ir0:t:.fW..S (1JJf 3l12:tb

Sep't,em!b:er?J
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And again.J the timeline that was released by the Department

~f Defense.J it says on there that at 0230 your time --

Right.:

I
,'.' ...... . ,. I

We~e'you on tha~

;,."j:,".'~ .$tuttgart; ~her.e was a conference call conducted by the,

M'1 it Y. Carnmand 'Ce~teG withrepFesentativesfrom AFRICOM.J .. .~.

C(111) SO€(;)M ~and iior.:e1gn' services'~

ca 1J de ~au reca 14 fer A~R €OM?

~ You know.J I don't recall that. Admiral Leidig might have

been

Q Sure.

~ -- but I remember being with him all night, so that might

have been like a red· switch call.J and that would have been - - I would

have heard his end, but nqt the other end. I don't recall any SVTs going

on.

Q Sure.

A Secure video teleconferences.

Q And then separating response options for what was going on

in Benghazi specifically, as a J-3 what options were you involved in

preparing for your command to respond to events outside of Libya? Was

that a significant part of what you were looking at that night, given

the instability in the region?

A No.1 it was -- we were -- it was soda straw in Benghazi.J libya.

Q Okay.

A Friday it was big picture.J but that night it was -- you know,

it was all about the Ambassador.
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:Q Yeah, okay.

And then again referring b~(k to this timeline from 000, it talks

~bout AFRICOM,ordering a (-17 based in Germany to prepare to deploy to
I
libya ~o evacuate the Americans? '

Right.

,,<Arid you alluded to this earliel?? '

JA Yes.

Q So the timeline talks about that preparation being ordered,

:at 6: 05 in the morning on 12 September. I was wondering why that time?'

~as it ~iscusse~earlier given the -- getting an aircraft in to evacuate?

It just seems a bit --

1A Yeah, and I I mgoing to be vague here because 1 don't recall

specifically, but] pemember having conversations on we need to get

,something down there to pick up survivors and medical, an air evacuation,

meaning full medical treatment facility on board that aircraft. And

:1 think the Air Force has three or four of these aircraft globally that

are rigged for that.

Q Yes.

A And one of them - - and I think that we used one of them for

that.

Q Yes.

A And 1 remember the Pred feed clearly for that. You can see

that when it lands in broad daylight. But at 6:05, it was probably

discussed long before that, but that was probably when somebody logged

it. So I don't see 6:05 as significant in any way.
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Q Okay.

A Becaus.e it was always in our minds to get something down there

to pick people ~p and to get doctors down there.

Q' And then also, just with respect to that C-17, the

timeline -- the timeline talks about that aircraft not departing Germany'

pntil 1415" which is some hours later. Do you recall any discussio~

about that?

'A Right.

Q Did it seem unusual that it took that long?

'A Let me tell you what I did that day. About 10 0' clock that'

morning, Leidig told me go home, get some sleep, come back and relieve

me at 6 0 I clock that night, which I did. So I don I t know what happened
•
during those 8 hours that I was gone.

'Q Fair enough.

A But I do recall before I left there was a lot of discussion

about getting that air evacuation aircraft down there.:

~a.. We are running a little short on our -- we have got

5 minutes left. Do you guys have anything else you want to address

before we

Admiral Landolt. I'm okay. I don't feel a need to break or

anything.

We have to switch sides.

Q In the meeting of the response options, was the AC-130 ever

mentioned or discussed?
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iA, Never.

Q Never.

I heard about that in open: source menths later. I'm remember:';

~hinking, how -- an AC-130 in an urban environment, )fJel1, it' s just -- you

know, that made no sense to me. Never discussed., and I heard about it,

it think, months later in a New York Times article or .something like that.
-, - -

I '
So --;
\. ..----~-

1/1I..1
;BY

Okay. Thank you.

Q Just, (!>ne more thtng. You mentioned that the reporting you

~ere getting sor.t of during the early hours of this, there was some open

!source coming in from CNN, from FOX, from Twitter. Do you believe the'
,
information coming in provided a clearer pic::ture, or do you believe it

presented information that may have been contrary to what was happening

on the ground? ,

A I recall it not providing very much other than the U.S.

~onsulate facility is under attack J and that's about it.

Q Okay. So there was no fog in the information that it was

a protest, or just any information that may have indicated it was

something other than an attack coming in via open source?

A I remember watching a CNN feed J and it was vague.

Q Okay.
\

A They Itnew something was going on J that our U.S. facility was

under attack. I don't even know if they knew the Ambassador was missing.

I don I t recall that. I knew - - I knew he was gone from the first phone
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cal] -- ~gone" meaning missing, but -- and then the next phone call,

as I said, we knew the communicator was dead, but as long as the I

~mbassadbr was missing, the longer he is missing, the more, you know"

~ got that feeling in my stomach that this is not going to end well.

Okay .

. :Okay, well, we are about at the limit of 1 hour, so

we wiligo off 'the record.

off of the record.]

We will go back on the record. The time is 11:19.

;EXAMINATION

PDI :BY

Q Admiral Landolt, I would like to take the opportunity to

:tlrlanJ( you both'for your service and for speaking with us today. My name
tIP! .

IS I'm with the minority staff of the Oversight and·
DOlL,

Government Reform Committee, and I I mjoined here by my colleague_
I

_ also with the Oversight and Government Reform Committee. ;

During our discussion this hour, my colleagues and I would like

to ask you a series of questions following up on the September 2012

attacks in Benghazi. Some of our questions may revisit topics;

previously discussed, I'm sure, during the last hour. Our intent in

asking our questions is to develop as complete and accurate a record

as possible. And we can only begin to appreciate how challenging the

'circumstances were for you and your colleagues on the night of the

attacks.

Admiral, I would like to begin by just discussing real broadly your
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role as Director of Operations of cyber and J-3 --

Right.

- - and specifica!]y, your area of responsibility, that being

most of the African Continent. Can you just maybe help us understand

r discuss for us some of the chailenges that you faced in carrying out

0ur mission 'in Africa given the challenges in the geography, the

and t~e size of the continent?

A You are talking Africa writ large --

:Q Yes.

~ ~ .).... and not just Libya and Benghazi. But when you 've got a

'Qntinent,the size of 3-1/2 United States that ar.e inside of it, that
i

lis poor 1n gqvernance and even poorer in infrastructureJ you can imagine

~he logistics; pitfallsJ_,and ~h~l];enges you have ~n accomplishing any
I "

mission down there' iI . __ ...._. __• . ,

~hat we try to do is have - - our philosophy is make as big an impalt

'with as small a footprint as possible. On any given day, you might have

;6,000 'people in the entire continent. Six thousand s0unds like a lot

'of people, but it really isn 't. And when you consider that some of those

6,000 might be 300 on a ship off the coast, or a submarine that might

be assigned to us, that will take 1,000 off the top right there. But

when you've got the African Continent and so many small teams of 20 to

30, many of those Special Forces, and you, again, are trying to make

as big an impact with as small a footprint as possible. Of those 6,000,

that wou!l.d be the 800 to 1,000 that are in Dj ibouti as well, in the Horn

of Africa -- JTF Horn of Africa.
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50 the challenges are immense, and we are the newest combatant:

command w[th p~obably the'least assigned forces. 50UTHCOM is probablYJ

'in the, same positipn.. But we don't have many assigned\ forces at our

disposal, although we have gotten more since 9/11 of 2012. So the

challenges are-the tyranny of distance continentwise and the lack of

Infrastructure on that continent.'

b Thank you. That is very helpful.

:I think one of tne thd.ngs that we heard is some of the difficulties

,in executing a 'noncombatant evacuation even in best of circumstances.
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and the Marine Corps that helped identify forces that were made available'

tto us within the past yeap to provide evacuating - - NEO, Noncombat~Rt:

,
'Evacuation Operations, or continuancy response forces that we have used

quite a bit, particularly of late. The Marine Air-Ground Task Force,

pr MAGTF, Special MAGTF as it is called, is now'ass~gned'outof Moron,'

Spain. It has beendep]oyed to Sigonella more than once, as recently

as 9/11 of this year , to - - as preemptive in case something were to happen

on the continent.

Since l've left the job, I understand it's deployed to Djibouti

!tn the Horn of Africa to assist with forces under duress in Sudan and

Central African Republic, I think. Out in Djibouti, the Army came up

with a regtonal quick reaction force that's out of Adderson that was

tailored out of some units they had out there and also brought in from

the States, and the Horn of Africa Commander has used them in preparatory

standby in case events unfolded that we might need them in the Eastern

African area.

So we do have now forces in place that can I?eact more quickly than'

we did previous to 9/11 of 2012, but the fact that the continent is still

so huge makes getting to anyplace in Central to Southern Africa in a

timely manner still very much a challenge. I think we have diminished

risk in the NOl?thwest African area, as well as in the East African area,

those six countries out there, but in Central and Southern Africa, it 's

still very much a challenge because of the tyranny of distance.

Q Thank you.

During the last hour, we had a brief discussion over the Site
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Security Team ;,and the mission into which that evolved, the type of

security assi~tance for our Libyan military partners.

'A Right.)

~ Regarding those programs, and you referred specifically to

he 120.6;· but if we could talk about 1206, 1207, or 1208 -- regarding

those programs -~
. , _.i

,- .
A Right.

R -~ did they generally' develop or evolve as you expected ,or

as the 'military has experienced in other locations? In other words,

iis there anything improper about the planning or the development of those,

programs in Libya?

'A I don I t. think there is anything improper about the planning

or development. It I s the execution, and you have got to have a willing

partner, an able partner, and I don't think Libya is there yet.

Q ,Okay. But are you aware of whether personnel on the ground

were e~gaged in assessments of Libyan Special Forces units in order to
I

determine their readiness or their state of readinessr

~ I am aware of that. They have done those assessments.

Q Okay.

~ They have tried to vet a number of people. I recall

somewhere between 75 and 125 folks who were vetted by the SOCAF folks

down there. And I know there's a lot of discussion ongoing, and that

wasn I t really in my lane, but the general purpose force for the Libyans

that we were trying to help develop along with the Brits and the Italians

is still ongoing.
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a aM. \OJ had om discuss on as we '[ on h FPOC" he Foca

Just to ~larify f'or us so that we better understand" can you
f

~el1 us o~ exp~ain for us the connectivity between FPOC on that night. .

nd th~ AFI\ICOM· ~Oc"t'he joint Operations 'Center?Were those two j
':',',r

:communicating regularly,. or was the pp~e meant to~] guess". sl:lpp~ement:

r replace some of the functionality of the AFRICOM JOC? :

'It:' ". Ves", I woulld say it replaced the functionality. That I s a

petter 'way to put it ~ And the JOC was mone supplement:al to us since - - we,

~toOd up ,the FROe, and we were able to go to a higher classification •.

We very much had the A-team there for the rest of the week -- for the

rest of the - - about the rest of the month we had an A-team there. And

at was either myself or Admiral Leidig, I think" were there almost.

constantly for the first week.
. ." . .-

Q And the ability to go to a higher classification level, was

;that important in your ability to communicate about plans or decisions

with Washington?

I
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~ And just to clarify, when you say we didn't engage in any

~pecial Forces operations

A Yes.
I

Q -- you are referring to the night of the attack, just you

speci~i€al1y·and Admira[ Leidig within AFRIC0M; is that correct?

~ That I s correct. 1

Q nd were your comlllunications with the senIor Defense .

OAT in Tripoli, were these routed through the FPOC

·r thr.eugh the JO(?

Through the FPOC.

Through the FPOC, okay.:

A The person talking to them would have been as far away from

me as her.

Q Just to be clear, it was -- I think you stated earlier it

was the J-5, the representative from the J-5 who was in contact?

~ That's right.

Q 0kay. You had mentioned during the last hour that there was

some discussion about whether to utilize or deploy attack or fighter

aircraft on the night of the attack?

A Right.

Q And you mentioned that there was an option that was

considered, but then it was quickly dismissed. And I was just wondering

if you could help us, walk us through that discussion, and then maybe

also discuss what sort of factors would have been important in that
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decision.

I think the -- what wolild have led to -that kind of usage was

ere there Americans in imminent danger ~ and did we have that capability

at hand? And I think there was a lot of kind of war-gaming in our minds
I

in our discussions like under what circumstances would we use .it if we

,had it.

~nd I recall Admiral Leidig later on in the week said he had a

~onversat~on with General Ham on thatj that~ yeah~ we probably would

have used it if we had· had it~ but we -- there was no conceivable way

we would get it that night.

QOkay. And just to be clea r ~ II it II here is the use of attack

:aircraft ?;

If' . Right. Well~ you know, F-16s~ which were available in :

! viano~...:.Whe" I: say ~~ailable~ I mea~.they ~ere present. in Aviano. They

were not available' j

Q Okay. And I think in the discussion last hour ~ you had also

mentioned that you had some sort of awareness of what their response

time might be ?i

.,.. N+16, which means, you know~ 16 before they're off the,

ground, and then you've still got~ I don't know, 2- to 3-hour flight

time, and then -For what mission we did not know. You know, you needed

to refuel them. You needed to get the pilots prepped. You needed to

get them mission ready and brief a mission. You needed to get ammo put

pnboard. So - - and all of that was unknown. The mission was unknown.

Q Was there -- is it fair to say that there was a general
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pn screens for computers, and we had thePred feed up. We had, you know,

CNN up. And Admiral Leidig and I would 51t down i",media1;ely and starte

brainstorm~ngi you know, where are we, what do '~e know? ' And it was:

shortly after -- 'before midnight, I think, when we spoke to' General Ham: . .' . -, . ~

again on a'Tandber.g·and told' him the FPOC is standing up, and here is
~ I , • ,

i .
~ho we have h~re, and tWis is what we know, and that kind of went on

~hr(\>ugh the evening.:

JSO I I d sa~ you have got conversations stopping and starting I

[throughout that - - 11 o· clo.ck that night until 10 : 00 in the morning when

I left between - - amongst ourselves, and with folks on the Joint Staff,

and General Ham as well.

Q And was it your sense that there was a serious degree of

urgency from the minute you walked in?

A Yes.:

And that all options were being looked at, were being,

exp10red~'

I

Q What does tha~ signal send to you?

A That tells me that we are looking at a possible hostage of

an ambassador situation. That is what was g0ing through our mind that

night, and that I s what I meant earlier when I said 1979. I thought that

we were looking at a hostage crisis maybe, and that was before we knew

we had two more dead people.

Q So to sum up, if there was a tool out there, you felt like
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that you guys had it on your radar screen and were assessing whether

or not you could use it, and then also sort of what the N-p~us factor

would be'to determine whether or not you, in fact, could use it in that

particular situation?

'p. I mean, what was g0ing through our mind was what I s available

ito us. V.(i)u'~know, again, AFRICOM doesn't ,have many f.orces assigned to

It. . At that time we did not anyway. And we also knew we didn' t have'
I

an aircratt car.rier in the Med. We didn' t have an ARG, Amphibious Ready

Group, in the Med -- Mediterranean, so what did we have? And we started

ta[king with our components, and Leidig and I both knew what was

:availaMe from the Navy side, but the Air Force, we started asking

questions of them what might they have.

We knew the elF was coming back. When I say "coming back," coming

to Sigonella.

Q I will ask one final question in this area.

A Yeah.

Q You're also getting information fed to you from the field

about what the evolving situation looks like. Can you just sort of

explain sort of how you meshed those two things together? I'm guessing

you would want to have a very good sense of what you have on the ground

to figure out what tools would be most appropriate, and so there is sort

of an evolution on both ends.

A Well, when you say information from the field, that would
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have been com!ing from the OAT, and him telling us what he thinks is going

on based on what he is hearing from his contacts, back in Benghazi. I

;And again, this is a year and a half later, and I remember it all

being very fogliJke, you know. We knew that these militias were supposed

:to be helping our folks out. At some point in the evening I recall they

bugged out on us) and that was very frustrating.

mremember being very frustrated that night because there were

:50 -- Lfelt like there was so little that we could -- there was so much

we didn't know, and so when you: have got that, it is hard to develop

a mission when you don't know the facts on the ground.

er:>! 'BY

Q You mentioned in the last hour that there was a FAST team

that had deployed, or attempted to deploy, to Sudan, but they were held

up.

A Yeah, that was later in the weeR.

Q That before they were able to insert, that the Sudanese

~ilitary or security forces had taken some sort of response. Was that

generally the thinking also in Libya was that we need to rely on

the - - there was some expectation that there should be a local response,

at least - - you know, this isn I t necessary the military I s thinking, but

maybe some other folks?
~

A I think I have heard former ambassadors talk about how there

are host nation responsibilities to protecting our embassies, and that

should be a given, but it isn't. Say what you will about the Sudanese

Government, but they -- he has a strong arm, and whether or not he decides
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~o use that strong arm is their call. That Fr.iday they didn't do itj

the Satul?day they did. And for whatever reasons" Tripoli is ungoverned

land, largely'remains so) so that we c0uldn' t rely on the Libyan Government:

to do much for us" and we still can't today.

Q" You had mentioned during the last hour that in your

tlisCus~ions with Admd.ra!l Leidig" again" somewhat quickly" that you had

'both arrived at this ,conclusion that the massion wasn't an exfiltration.

I was wo'ndering if you could wa'lk us through some of those discussions

and how you arrived at that conclusion.

A Right. When I -- the first phone call" as you know, the

Ambassador is m'ssing.-- two people are missing. Next phone call, one

dead, Ambassador still missing. And that was how it remained until the

second firefight. So it would have been, okay, two scenarios playing.

What if we don't find the Ambassador, and what if we do?

So we went down both roads, and I guess the same thing happened

in Washington, but, again, I'm guessing.

I don't recall if we knew how many

others were injured at any particular time, but I think I recall we did

know there were injuries, people injured, and, hence, the continued

press for the (-17 with the medical attachment on board.

So I think those are the two scenarios going through our mind was

really focused on the Ambassador, and then, you know, at the exfiltration

of the injured. And we didn't feel there was -- because of so little

intelligence on the ground" that we were going to take any kind of

offensive operations here.
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Q I'm sorry, just to return to the discussion about the attack

iaircraft! You mentioned at the end of the last hour that after the fact

you had' co~sidered the option of the use of the AC-I30 gunship? ;

'A No, never.,

~ But, in looking back on it now, you Ilad determined that that

would have been the wrong tool given the urban environment?

A Right.!

Q I think you - - n0t to put any words jJn your mouth - - you said

it made no sense to Yol:l. Could you just explain for us? .

A '-his is months later, you know, when I heard about it, and

part of the conspilracy theory network. Somebody said it was traveling
,
through, and we could have called them, but I don't recall that ever,

~eing the case. And f~om the very little I know about AC-130s, that

is a mass casualty kind of platform, and I just don't see us making any

gains politically or military using an AC-130 without the type of

intelligence that we would never have achieved in that scenario that

'night.

Q And just to be clear, on the night of the attacks, were you

aware of whether or not there was an AC-130 in the vicinity?

A I was not aware that there was an AC-130. And I will - - you

know, 1 1 msmart enough to ask, hey, I need an AC-130. It never popped

in my brain that

(j)~ BY

Q You had mentioned that you had some understanding of the

events in Egypt prior to Benghazi?
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I seem to ~ecall talking to Cradg Faller that week or the

week before~ because him and I are longtime friends, and we speak .

eriodically just to gossip about the Navy, or just to talk about pending

ops where we might have to share assets.

:E remember the week before 9/11, I used to have an - - every 2 weeks

;a, meeting with the J-3s (i)f all oiT our components. And I remember going

but to them and telling them, you know~ 9/11 is coming up, take due

measure of tndlcators or warnings, and get the word out to your folks
,

that -- you know, that this is a kind of anniversary that Al Qaeda

;celebrates, and we don,' t want them to catch us off guard.

~nd that was, to me, a prUdent thing to do, and I had that kind

of conversation with him, I recall, and him saying that he was looking

at the same lUnd of thing in IMW on his end. And Egypt came up, but

:1 think Egypt had been brewing anyway. So I recall having a conversation

with him about Egypt, Cairo, but other than they were keeping an eyeball

on it, k~nd of vague like that.

tf/)J BY

Q What -- when you say it was brewing, what do you -- what was

brewing?

A Well, it was still in the post -- in the aftermath of the

Arab Spring, and so Egypt is in CENTCOM's AOR. It's part of Africa,

but it is the one country that doesn't belong to us, but it is on our

seam. And as we found.o_t later on -- I don't know if we found out,

but as we planned on later on, there was a point this past year where

we had a FAST team that was OPCOM to EUCOM, TACOM to AFRICOM, but it
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:supported CENifCOM, and we moved it over to Souda Bay, Gli'eece, because
,
We were worried about Cairo.

So we 'had- those kind of conversation amongst the J-35, myself,

EUCOM, and CENTCOM because it was the prudent thing to do. You know,

In- the age of limited assets, you have to share assets.

~ 'BY, .

Q You had also talked about that entire week, particularly

towards the end"you have protests in Tunis, ppotests in Khartoum, and

protests in Tripoli?

A The Friday after 9/ll?

9 Right.

A Right. I believe that's true.:

Q Was that a confusing week?

A That was the week where the indicators and warnings were that

the J2 folks were telling us that the Friday prayers are not going well,

that a lot of the imams were out there spreading messages of hate and

do harm to Americans. And that was not just true in those three places,

but, as I understand it, in Cairo and in Bahrain as well.

And so the people went out and did harm, and that -- I li'emember

spending a lot of time getting FAST teams into place in those three

embassies, trying to get them into those three embassies. And we moved

-a lot of assets around over to Souda Bay. We had our J - 5 folks and State

Department folks working to get country clearances into Egypt, by the

way, to refuel the aircraft so that they could go into Sudan, but we

never got the clearance from Sudan to get that FAST team there. Tunis,
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I remember some conversationJ it was either in Tunis or lripoli J over

whether or not .the FAST team should wear un~forms or not.
, .

;So that FridayJ Satu.rday was very much - - and then I also recall:

!that General Ham went up 'to· Ramstei:n Friday to meet the bodies and talk:

to some of the survivors fro", Benghazi. That·' 5 right. It was Friday.
I

br Satul?day when the AmbassadQr;" s .body came backJ. and General Ham went
!

to Ramstein to meet him. And then he came backJ and I knew he was in,

eadquarters Saturday. SOJ yeahJ that was a very active J

activtty-filled couple of daysJ and a lot of it driven by the events

on the ground in those three embassies of ours.
t

~BY

:Q Do you recall what was driving those events? Was there any:

particular issue?

~ YeahJ it was the embassies in Tunis and Khartoum were under
;

attackJ and J bOYJ the damage done in Tunis was significant. The'

reinforced ent ry places were all torn apart. And it took months - - let's

seeJ I think I only got that FAST team out there out about 5 or 6 months

ago. That Ambassador was hoo~ed on that FAST team like a drugJ and J

you knowJ I don't have a FAST team for every country in the continent,

but we kept one in Tunis for a very long time, at least a yea~.

&01 BY

Q You'd mentioned that either you or Admiral Leidig had had

a series of discussions or conversations with General Ham on the night

of the attacks?

A Right.
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Q Was it your sense or your impression that General Ham was

e~ng kept fu~ly and timely inf0rmed of information as it was being

]t was. He would -- for instance, you know, I called him

It was probably more him caIling fn because o~

two times from home and then toild him we are god:ng to, set up

have got a meetingwith:eithen
,.' - ..',:,' ' - ~

~~d. tbe~ he WQua.(f te]l· me,

he 5e ~ cary or ,the chadJrman in 20 minutes; ]'11 call you when I am

n witbthat,meeting. And; so we would stand by and wait fDr him to

caJ.lii'us 'back. " And he would tell us what was said or grew out of tha:t
I '.' '. .,' ~. f

, I
Alild then we'd agree to either ca~l him when we had something,'rneetiJrtg" ~

I ' .
l .
pr ~e' d say·, okay, I, have: another meeting to go to, you know, 1'11 cal!]
;., .,.. (:- r . ~ , .

you when ~ get. back.

!the meetings he was going to back there and touching base with us after,

he was done with the meetings, but if -- I remember initiating the call

the first two times, though.
t.

So I wouJ.d say yes.·

Q Okay.

tf'A).. BY

Q He was sharing information with you guys as well as you guys

~haring him with hdm, a cross-exchange?

fA, Right.

Q And so in som~ cases, would he have information that you guys

had not yet had?
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So p~es~ably somewnece on the rna n eontinent with respect

o wti'lelre Gene,a.l Ham arret 'the Sea-retary1of Defense s·at:, they are receiving

d.nformartdon - ...

A Rig it.

~ -- that may R~t ~ave even gotten to your l~ve]?

\l\ ] thiilnk that's pmssible.

~ h1i:s wil1JJ be our final q,uestiron, but theF8 have t5een some

plltbilidlc: sit!artem~nts abourt soure sf the ev.ents Oil' discussions, peri:hap's, in

he ~nmen~gen~y on the nig~t o~ the a~tack~, and we would just l~ke to

ask you on the night of he· attacks, did Ycou or to Y.OlJr ~nowiedge, anyone

in yoUl~ command n c.sie any orderi' 'from tnel'l Secretary of State Hillary

Clinton to stand dewn?

A Not a all. We i:ld.d not.

0kay. , We' 11 go off. the record.

[(!)iscussi.0ri off tlie re'cord,]I
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[ tbink we were all in the -- we were all asking each other what can

we do. They weren 't specific. You know, we knew we needed to find the

~mbassador and then get him out. Then again, it gets back to the

~xfiltr~tion mission that we derived as the primary mission.

:So I don 't recall offhand trying to get a FAST team into Benghazi.
I
I. •

;1 remember thinking, yeah, it makes sense to get it into Triipoli because:

of protesting happening in capitals of countries, which is usually where,

pur embassies are.

~ Sure. Okay. And then turning to the F-16s in Aviano'. And

~gainJ I want to be careful to distinguish the conversations that evening

as opposed, to conversations maybe in the days afterwards.

A Uh-huh.

Q I t~ink you said that you and Admiral Leidig and maybe General

Ham had a discussion about the possibility of dispatching F-16s from

Aviano. And did I understand you to say that in those discussions you

decided that you could have or would have used the F-16s had we had them

,available?

Yeah. It gets back to the N+16. I mean, the N+16

dmmediately tells me they are not available this evening.

Q So am I to understand then that had calls been made or word

came back that F-16s are available, that would have been a tool that

y,ou would have considered utilizing that evening?

A Well, sure. And, say, if l' had an aircraft carrier off the

coast or in the Med, you know, that would have been in the mix. 1 ' m

almost positive that Admiral Leidig talked to Lieutenant General
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i

,Franklili1:, who is Air Force Africa commander, andpnce we heard N+16,,

~ou know, that's not helpful. . And then ]f think A~miral Leidig had a
,

;conversation with General Ham saytng, you' want us to press and go ahead
~
and,g~t the F-~6s, and he said no. I'm pretty sure General Ham sa±d

no on,F~~6s knowing that N+16 doesn't give yeu anything,
~

a lJittle too late.,
<"I

Q ~ow could an F-16 been potentially helpful if a AC-130 was

'not? I understand they are t0tally dif,ferent types of airplanes, but

~hy is one potentially applicable and the other platform is not? .

A l1his is what I think I know as a Navy guy. An F-16 is mere

surgical, you knew. If. you've got an observer on the ground who can

provide you targeting data, F-16 is a better platform surgically. As

I understand the A(-130, that's a weap0n of mass destruction almost.

I mean, that j1ust lays a car;-pet of bullets out there, and you I ve got

a lot of collateral damage, I foresee, if yeu use an AC-130. An F-16

,can bore down to a better soda straw of an area.

,Q And was it your understanding that there was someone on t~e

greumd that could have helped with that targeting?

~ I don't know.

~ So you talked a little bit about some discussions and

meetings and conferences you had in the run-up to September 11th with

the J3s, correct?

A Yes.

'Q And I think you said something like --

A The component J3s.
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Q Beg your pardon, the component J35.

'A Yeah.

And I think you said that you broached the subject that

September 11th is coming up.

~ Yeah. Due diligence, prudence, to remind everybody to keep

S,q.ln 11ghtof that discussion and·tho~e discussions) then

!Jumpi~g-,ahead,to the night of the attack and your pulsIng the force
, ,

) .' .'

;available and ~o forth) you leann about the N~ times of the F-16s, these

other·thing~ that you're hearing back, were you frustrated with what

'A That evening, yes.
I

Q Yes. Is there a disconnect there? I mean, you had had these

discussions about let's prepare for and be thinking ahead for 9/11.

A Right.

b Something happens.

'A Right. I was not frustrated with what happened after 9/11,

but I can tell you that, knowing AFRICOM was one of the newest eOeOMs,

was -- underfunded is not the word. It's just we didn't have forces

assigned as yet, and we were probably long overdue to get forces assigned

to us. We didn't get the elF until 1 October, and then again you know

about the enabler piece. And again, this is all 20/20, but, yeah, this

is the price you pay for taking risk and managing risk badly, you know.

You take risks in some places on the planet as it's 9/11 everywhere,

and AFRICOM is one place where I guess our leadership decided to take
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isk. You know, remember, we're in two wars, CENTCOM is getting all

he assets.

Q Okay. That's all.

t4t:lBY
:Q Going b~ck out to the summer time-f;~ame of 203,2, I have a few

~uest1ons: ~bout the site secu~ity team ~nd the transition that was

happening around that time. Just to start off, could you describe the

;level of knowleqge you had about the initial 51te security team's role:

in Libya? ;

A I remember them trying to establish the relationships with

the Libyan m~litary and that the intent was they were going to turn into

the 1206 counterterrorism training force.

Q Okay.

~ S0CAF had -- was the overall commander for leaving those
I
~olks there and were making the preps to .execute the 1206. So I didn 't

have any direct command authority over that SST. It was more like I

was cognizant that they were there.

Q Okay.

A And in light of the security situation, I was glad they were

there.

Q Okay. Did you read the sitreps, for example, that were sent

in by the commander of the SST?

A I probably read a few of them. SOCAF sent a daily sitrep

to us.

A Okay.
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is ulSlillal];~ iii f!'Qll'agra,p:h ira tlilere. $.9 l! ll'ea·dJ ~SJl'yJlleQ~1 s sitl"e1iJs a]m<irS't

.and se ;rr 1 m s:I!/l"e Jj d cl1.

(

A~ ~q~, CG~~ Yo0U speak up, please. I'm ~~.

?ti: I S r-eaJlly lila1fi'd tre healfi'.
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QI Now, we understand you were also, aware of the circumstances'

;surrounding the reduction in SST personnel - - again, it happened in that·

~ate summer timeframe --and the corresponding change in mission that

happened around that timeframe.
I,

fA ]:~ d put .,it d±ff,~rently~. . I was aware that - - ] was trying

to explain the options available for Ambassador Stevens.

Q Uh-huh.

~nd I sensed that he was pushing for either full control to

maintain control of the SST or he wanted to send them back, and I tried

ito dissuade him from doing that. And I tried during that secure video
. '
teleconference in late July, and I don't know if we brought it up again,

;but he was in Stuttgart for a roundtable I was part of, and we just gave

him a big picture AFRlcmM command brief really, AERICOM command brief.
,

[ didn't bring it up with him there because I knew he was going to have

that conversation with General Ham. And I'm sure General Ham brought

it up with him as, here are the options, if you want to keep them, that's

fine. But General Ham used to always say to us in private that he always

holds -- the Ambassador always holds the ultimate card. He can kick

anybody out of the country he wants. But I remember, I think we went

from 16 down to 5. The agreement was, okay, we'll bring them back until

you get the immunities and privileges that he said he -- Ambassador

stevens said he wanted from the Libyan government. So, okay, so we kept

five people there to really maintain security over the weapons and the

secure communication equipment there.
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~ Now, in your professional! opinion, was the number of ;

personnel that the SSJ was reduced to, was that a sufficient number of

personnel to have there for the mission? ;

A For the 1296 mission~ Sixteen was about right. I mean, I'm

us supporting the cqmmande~ there. He would know better than me.

What Iif,ound irr.ustrating, or'in n1y prof.ess:i!ona:I: opinion I always thought,:

~hy do you want to give back security? You know, most of them were.

special force operators, and I thought it's always good to have those
I . .

guys around in an environment like that. So I couldn "t - - I couldn't

dissuade the Ambassador of that.

/l1tfBY
.
Q So what's the or~gin of the five or maybe six that remained?

I mean, what's the origin, that number?

A The origin was that we'll skinny down from 16 to 6. Those

six are just there to maintain the equipment because this is classified

~quipment. It would be -- it was a logistics effort to get everything

put of there, all the weapons and the classified communications gear,

and S0 you just -- they have to be under strict control and 24/7.

Q I mean, it could have been eight, it could have been four.

Why five or six?

A Yeah, I don't know.

Q Okay.

A There was less than 16, I guess, significantly less. I'm

guessing maybe just the basic, but those other 11, I think it was, came

back to Stuttgart because I think we were anticipating getting those
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1mmun1ty and privi1:eges, maybe n0t in short order, but within the window

f that dep~o¥ment TOP that team, so we just braught them ba~k to

Stuttgart.

~BY

~ And, Admwral J just to step baek. Y.0U mentioned your

'haughits atl'aut wh~ W0U d you give f)ael< securjrt~, the SST. [i)0 yGU

kAGlW - - were you in a p0'siltio"," to ~now f0F a fact whether it was - - that

'decision was made by Ambassador Stevens personally or whether that was

a. deeision tt:lat ~rought in tbe larger S'ta:tle Department? Were you aware

of that?

'A
1 "..

I'~r not in a p0sition ta kn0w that.

~ O~a~. lihahks.

I have my suppnsiti0n. I mean, I have my. suspicions, but

1 really wasn't in a p0sition on that.

Okay.. Thank you.
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~ BY

Q So when you went from the 16 down to the 6, you know,

eventually there waS a transition in authorities from chief of mission

~o ~OCOM authority. Do you remember around what timeframe that ~

,occurred?

That would have been, I think, the 3rd of August. I kept

saying the 5th, but you corrected me earlier. It was the 3rd.

Okay. And was there any documentation that was produced as

a result? .

"A That would have been as a result of the SecDef signed order,

Ithe 1286.:

Q Okay.

/)~':L BY

Q And just to be clear, it's our understanding that 3 August,

:'12, would have' .tieen the last day of SST as a chief of mission entity"

4 August, '12, being the first day as a COCOM?

A That's how I understand it as well.

A({ ":lBY.
I

Q So at a certain point during that timeframe, Lieutenant

colonel_~took over for Lieutenant Colonel _, who had been the

previous commander of the SST.

A Okay.

Q The group at that point referred to themself as Team Libya.

Are you familiar with Team Libya?

A That rings a bell.
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Ok~1·

Right.

0ka~. And eQuid ~ou Gleser'be tt\e~r:- mission fr:-om that point,

oFward 0n(e h~eutemanro @0[~nel

ha~ wo~i4 ~ava ~eeh ~h~ i206. Well) ape you say,ing aftten

~ €OTi're(t.

1 thdlnk i was jtl.l ,t bendign" that they, wer"e tl1ere to, proteet

the elZt~;ipment) but also te take ad, ant(lge 0 anM oRpel"tun· ty tflat might

ha~e arisen to eQgag~ wwth L~byan m~litar-~.

~ 0ka~. ARd do y,eu Rnew at tha~ point 1f that grou~ was

Embassy. secur~ty?

1 d~n't t~inR they were) but the~ weFe avai~able) too. I

mean) why not.

Q 0Ita~.

A I'm su~e uhat they were -- Gener.al Hijm J and Brian Losey. is

the same wa¥J rn mean} if asked) we're there for you.

Q Oka~, Did you have v~sibtltty o~ an~ shifts in personnel

rthat napp,ened dUl"tng that time'frame on the SSl?

'Ai. N(!).

Q Okay.

'A No) J3 just doesn't-get that granular sometimes.

Q I unde stand.

A That's Brian's lane) Brian Losey.

Q Okay.
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~ So there has been various discussions forwarding~ and you

probably read this in the press, abou~ Colonel_i who commanded the

Team Libya unit --

A Right. '!

Q -- ha~ testified before the Armed Services Committee, in

~act, briefed before the Armed Services Committee that at one point he

wanited to move from Tripoli forward to Benghazi. I mean, have you read

'about that? .

A I have, but not in enough detail to where it would have made

a difference to me. I recall --

Q My question was, did you have any knowledge at the time of

his interest~ not --

A I don't re€all.

Okay.

- - a year-and-a-half later.'

Been no discusstons at the FPOC about that possibility~

'A No;, because I remember it wasn I t our idea. It was somebody I s
.
~dea to come up with the plane that flew over there~ and they put th~

right people on it, as far as I could tell. I mean, when I heard there

were some' security folks who were going over there, I specifically heard

Seals were on that plane, not knowing they might have been, you know~

retired Seals. Retired is not the right word but --

Q Sure.'

A And I thought that' 5 probably a good idea. And to get a plane
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over there} you knowJ~ if we could get the Ambassador} great} get him

on a plane an~ get him the heck out of there. So I just remember all

that was goodness at the time} the plane was going over there with si~

or seven bright faIRs and capable ~olks.

Q S~re. ]hat's all.
I

We can move on?

Just a few more questions.

A Sure.

~ We're almost done. 0ne quick follow-up on communications

or communmcations you were aware of between AFRICOM headquarters and

the EmbassY'Jspecifically Lieutenant Colonel

A Right.

~ Just was communications with the OAT specif.ically for

providing updates or was he asking for anything from AFRICOM?

A I think it was more in the update lane.

Q Yeah.

A And vice versa. We were telling him the status of getting

the Medevac plane ready and down there.

Q Okay.

A I recall it being more we were taking the feed from him of

what was going on.

Q Okay. Okay.

Shifting gears again, the last time. After the attack --
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A Uh-huh.

~ - - were you ever debriefed by your chain of command or other

~.S. milit~ry p~rsonnel about what had taken place specifically in

aenghazi on the night of the attack?

A No.

Q. Okay. To yeur knowledge, did the U.S. military conduct a

formal after action review of what had taken place in Benghazi? :

A. lJ.. ~. ;,military" no. I think some of our units did. AFRICOM

~as wrapped up with the ARB, and I remember my staf.f and I fielding a

:lot of RFIs, requests for information, and for the ARB.

~ Okay. So the RFI is from the ARB?

A Correct.

Q Okay. And then were you ever interviewed by the ARB?

A I was not.

Okay. That's all I have.

We can go off the record for one moment.

JDiscussion off the record.]

Q Go back on the record.

A Okay.

Q Admiral, in the last hour you had mentioned your thoughts

on whether an F-16, what role it could have played on the night of the

attacks, and we I ve heard some statements, received some testimony that

the F-16 may not have been an appropriate tool to use that night. I'm

wondering if maybe you can help square those two things for us, maybe
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just explain, you know, your aw~re~ess of the threat environment that

night in Benghazi.

'A let me go back to the textbook example of the definition of

Flose ai~ support, but if you've got ~- and the previous -- in a previous

section tpe gentleman asked if there was anybody on the ground, and !

did not know. But if there was a person on the ground, he would have
. . 1 .

had -to have the right equipment, which from the start is probably a no,

:and becaus.e you have to have laser pointers and the kind of equipment

you need to pinpoint where you want ordnance placed.
\

But in a close air support role on an F-16, if you've got perfect

lntelligence, it m~ght be helpf.ul if there is people under duress, and

for instance, fo~ taking out those mortars. But a pilot of an F-16 can't

neok at a target and do it himself, you know, in that case. So, you

'know, hypetheticaIly, an F-16 might have been helpful if we would have

had much better intelligence on the ground and the right people on the

ground to help target.

tD:l B

Q And you say if. You don't know that to be -- you did not

know at the time that those variables were in fact in place that night,

that you had the intelligence?

A No.

Q Ok'ClY·

A We didn't have intelligence. Again, N+16, the intelligence

could change over the course of 24 hours, which is about how long it

would have taken to get an F-16 over there. And then, you know - - again,
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this is all in retrospect -- the fire;fight was very short iln duration.
! ' '

And so, you know, a day later it was allover.

Q You know, and again, putting ourselves, say, in your shoes,

'where you're in the command center having to make these assessments and

ake these calls, would it be faiF. to say that there's a whole lot of

~ools that in theory you might have but simply aren't available? :

'A lihat I s correct. Twice a year I go to the Pentagon with all

the other Bs and we fight for resources, and that was really the point

II was try:,!mg to get to your comment earlier, was that, you know., we have

;to manage risk.

Q Right.

~ And AFRICOM does not get a lot of resources because when

you're fighting two wars, CENTCOM was getting all the resources.,
R I do want to get to that in s~cond, but back to, say, the,

:night of the attacks. When you considered certain aircraft such as the
I

~~16, again, knowing that I think you used ~he term N+16, rougnly

o hours to have that asset even be available to go airborne, even if

you knew what the mission was.

A Right.

~ That information is known fairly early into this attack, and

so -- is that correct?

A It was known that night.

Q Fairly early into the attack?

A I think it was known after the first attack., before the second

attack.
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Q Oka¥.

But we had no idea a second attack was coming.

And so is it generally. that y,ou don't spend a lot of time

ulli:ng ever sGmetlld:ng tha1I J because ef "the time requirements J it's just

not go ng G be av,a,:inabile J yeu move en to th.e next --

Right.

-- too~ in youP bex?

rhatls €erre t.

Okay.

'fA I would say that's fair.

And I also wanted te talk" in tile last hour you had mentioned

that yeu ~ad some ftrustration en the night of the attaGks in terms of

~ne k4nds of things that were availabil:e to you. You had also mentioned

wo I?ounds ago the ty.l'i'a""w aT dis;tanee and 'tile cemplexity of the Aifrican

c.::ont:llnent, the 5':i2le of Xt?

Rdgl:1t.

"fhat' s correct?

That I s correct.

Q And how much of the African continent is AFRICOM responsible

for?

A The entire continent, save Egypt.

Q Save Egypt?

A And inclUding some outlying islands, like Sao Tome,

Principe, Comoros, Madagascar.

Q And is it fair to say that there is just lots of different
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:concerns and hotspots on the Afrlcan continent?'

'A It is fair to say} and we take risk in various parts of that

:continent. And as it was laid out in the ex ord that came out the'

followi~g ~p~il~ w~ weFe told to focus on the high risk embassies} 14

~igh risk:embassies.

Q, But prior to the attacks in Libya, what was on your plate?,

What areas were you concerned about?

A General Ham's priorities were Som~Iia, disrupting the,.

terrorist network there, and I'd say after that it wou1d have been'

Northwest Africa, when we started building capacity there., .

~Would it be fair to say that on the African continent there

were lots of possible places where something could go wrong? .

A Absolutely. I think we've seen that since 9/11 as well.

Q All right. So I guess I'm just trying to understand, you

~now, it's easy 20/20 hindsight to say you should have been paying

:attention to this particular place or some other particular place} but

I guess I ' mtl?ying to understand, prior to the attacks in Benghazi, you

know, what areas, you know, are you most thinking that something could

'go wrong? Is this three areas, five al?eas?

A Somalia was always General Ham I s number one priority until
I

9/11, and then there were probably two priorities. And then Mali} I

remember, being huge at the time --

Q Why Mali?

A Because a month before the coup had taken place, and we were

working very closely with Ambassador Leonard in Mali to try to bring
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Mali back into the fold.

Q And why Somalia?

A Because af tne terrorist networks.

'Q Okay. And then whel"e else beyond those two? .

A. Northwest Africa - - at' excuse me, writ large Mali, Somalia,

it's~9~epb'~~HI1Yi .cor.rect •
I ..... ".. .' • ".-, •

Q Joseph

;
we had efforts ongoing wit~ Kony, we had -- and even though --

t:t:J1 ,BY

Fal1ed. And Nigeria had all the indications of a failing state, and

~e had a lot of. brainstorming sessions on that, on Ndgeria.
I

~BY

Q And so there is American personnel in all these places that

you •ve made reference to, correct? ;

A Correct.'

Q And so there is the possibility that in those and perhaps

more areas on the A~rican continent ~ou might have to have a military

response J is that correct, a rescue attempt or what have you?

A That I s always a possibility. :

Q Okay. And for all of those, you would have serious time and

distance matters?

A And we do to this day.

'Q Yeah. Okay.

00\ B'i

Q I thought I had heard you mention during the last hour that
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in connection with our discussion about the site security team, that

·he Secretary, of Defense had signed an order. Can you just clarify for

'us what that order was and when he would have signed that?

A I think that I s the 1206 order, and he would have s igned it. " .

~ate JUly, I believe. That's something I would have tracked or would

have been made aware. Our legal folks would have tracked something like

~hat administratively and our J5 folks with regard to policy. :
I
Q Okay.

A Because that •s a policy decision, signing an order like that.

Q You had mentioned a few of the discussions or conversations

that you had had with the Ambassador. Did Ambassador Stevens ever.

personally explain to you why the State Department didn't renew the site

:security team?

A He never did, no.

Q Okay.

t7tD- BY

Q One more thing. And just to be clear, and I touched on this

on the last hour, where you sat in AFRICOM, you had conversations with

General Ham, correct?

A Correct.

Q Okay. And General Ham is both receiving information and

also providing information?

A Correct.

Q Is that correct?

A That evening, yes.
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Q Okay. Where was General Ham getting his information from?

Did you know?

~ That evening?

Q Yes, sir.

~ I' think it· was direct from the Chairman and Secretary. 1

~hink they were all comparing notes with what they were seeing, was my

sense.

Q Okay.

'A But I do not know for sure. '

Q And did GeneraJ. Ham seem informed of the situation? '

A He did.

Q Okay. Did it seem that General Ham was getting good

information from somewhere here in the United states?

'A My sense wa5; yes, but I don I t think any of us felt comfortable

with knowing the big picture, you know. I mean, we didn't know where

the Ambassador was.

Q But again, it did appear that he was getting information?

A I think he was confident with what we were providing him,

and when he spoke to us on the atmospherics back here our sense was he

was plugged in.

Q Okay.

()O'~
Q Thank you. One last housekeeping matter. I believe you

had, in characterizing or discussing how the communications were made

between Washington and the FPOC, you uSed the phrase a red switch call.
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'fA Co~rect.

Q Can you just explain to us what that is? I

~ ~t's a secure telephone, and it's got ever.ybody's phone

number a ea~y pl~gged into it, from the President on down, Secretary

of Defense on down, past the President.

,Q Ok~y.

~ lhank you. That's it. We're off the record.

~.:l. Back on the rec::ord for a minute. So" Admiral, I just

~anted. to thank you on behalf of Chairman Issa for coming here today

land for your cooperation for tne interview?'

landolt. Sure. I hope it was helpful.

It was. Thank you. '

On the record, we would also like to thank you from

the Democratic side of the Oversight and Government Refo~m Committee,

and by all means, we'd like to thank you for your many years of service

that you gave for your country. Thank you.,

~dmiral landolt. It was a great ride.

For the record" the Armed Services Committee thanks

you for your participation.

Admiral Landolt. All right. Thank you all.

[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the interview was conclUded.]

;t'
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